Key segment of a program input is the specific part of the input that has significant affect on the execution of target function. Marking key segment plays an important role in software security analysis. Traditional dynamic analysis methods can not mark the key segments correctly because of control flow dependency problem. The root cause of such problem is that implicit flow analysis method cannot cover all the behavior of the code fragment in a branch, especially when the code snippet contains unexpected jump behavior. The neural network can learn to fit the behavior of the program with proper training data. In this paper, we introduce the attention based neural network to mark the key segments of program input accurately and efficiently. We propose an attention based two-parts network structure and map program inputs into the target code execution by such network. Then we propose a two-step training method to train our network to calculate the importance of each input component on the execution of target function. Finally, we mark the key segments by statistical analysis method. We implement such method and develop a key segment marking tool AttentionMark. Experiments on four real-world software show that AttentionMark outperforms NeuralTaint and traditional dynamic analysis tool in key segment marking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Analyzing the relationship between the execution of program function and program input plays an important role in software analysis research. Many applications process complex, highly structured inputs. Small changes in some segments of the input can induce correspondingly large changes of target function execution times of the program. And in this paper, we call the specific components of a program input that have a significant effect on the execution of target function as key segment. Marking key segment of a user input is important in a number of software security research areas, like fuzzing technique, malware detection and program understanding.
Taint analysis and symbolic execution are two popular analysis method to mark the key segments of the program input [2] . These methods monitor code as it executes by preset rules and performs precise analysis with run-time information. Taint analysis method explores the relationship between user inputs and program execution information with taint propagation rules. And symbolic execution reasons about the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fan Zhang. behavior of a program on user input by building and solving logical formulas.
Marking key segment needs to deal with both information flow and control flow of the target program. Traditional analysis methods have made great progress in information flow analysis and applied widely in software analysis and security area. However, some programs with control flow dependency structure would cause the under taint problem, and both taint analysis and symbolic execution method may suffer from low accuracy while analyzing such program. Such problem is called control flow dependency problem [1] . In order to analyze the control dependency flow, implicit taint analysis method is proposed by many researchers [2] . Recent research applies the static analysis method to generate Control Flow Graph(CFG) to add extra taint to the variables belong to the tainted branch [3] - [5] . Despite that under taint problem is resolved to a certain extent, the extra taint may cause the over taint problem which also reduce the analysis accuracy. Although a lot of effort is being spent on improving under taint and over taint weakness, the efficient and effective method has yet to be developed.
There are two critical reasons that causing low accuracy of implicit analysis method. 1 is that the rules preset by human VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ experience can not distinguish all code fragments of conditional jumps accurately; 2 is that the instruction/basic block level analysis method can not describe the macro behavior of a function that has predominant influence on the control flow,e.g. function like _exit(0). Section III gives a motivate example to illustrate the problem. Neural network has strong versatility, and theoretically it can fit all functions [7] , [9] . With enough inputs and labels, neural network can learn the relationship between the input and output by appropriate training. The relationship is represented as the trained neural network itself, which is not understandable to human. Recently, neural network explainable technique gives insight the internal operation and behavior of neural networks [10] . NeuralTaint [35] applied gradient method to mark key segments. NeuralTaint maps program inputs into execution times of target function by neural network and then extract the gradient of target input from fitted network, finally mark the key segments with gradient information.
NeuralTaint can overcome the control flow dependency problem and has higher analysis accurate rate than traditional methods. However, NeuralTaint suffers over-fitting problem and gradient based explainable method has saturation problem [50] . Therefore, NeuralTaint has low analysis accurate and stability problem. Since program inputs are sequence data and attention mechanism [11] is an explainable method for neural networks that processing sequence data. Attention mechanism based network can directly assign importance score to the inputs for a given output. Consequently, we propose a key segment marking method based on attention mechanism network and develop a key segment marking tool AttentionMark. Instead of improving the fitting accuracy of network, we adopt attention based network to locate the specific part of program input which can affect the execution of target function.
In this paper, we generate large amount of program inputs with mutate algorithm. Next we propose a two-parts attention based neural network and a two-step training method to train the network for multiple rounds. The attention networks are extracted from the fitted networks and together with statistical analysis method we can achieve accurate key segment marking. By comparing with traditional dynamic analysis tools and NeuralTaint we verify the effectiveness of AttentionMark. Experiment results show that AttentionMark consistently outperforms traditional dynamic analysis tools and NeuralTaint in control flow taint analysis by a wide margin both in term of analysis accuracy rate.
In summary, the main contributions in this paper are listed as follows:
1) We utilize the attention mechanism in key segment marking and propose a two-parts attention based neural network structure. The two-parts network is divided into attention layer and regression layer which is different from traditional seq2seq [8] network, thus can fit in with the need of the program input and execution times output of the network.
2) We introduce two-step training method to train a well-fitted attention network. Traditional seq2seq network improves the fitting ability of network by attention mechanism and the explainable of the network is not always working. Instead of improve the fitting ability of network, we adopt the two-step training method to improve the explainable ability of our network.
3) We propose a statistical analysis method to achieve accurate key segment marking. Over fitting and fitting error are inevitable during training and thus the relevance calculated by attention layer may be inaccurate. We utilize multiple relevance score of rounds and epochs network to achieve accurate key segment marking. 4) We design and implement AttentionMark to mark key segments of program input. Experiments on several popular file formats processing software shows that AttentionMark can achieve accurate key segment marking and outperforms than traditional analysis tools and gradient based tool NeuralTaint.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe previous research efforts related to this paper. We give a motivate example in section III and give our approach in Section IV, and Section V provides implementation details. We present the experiments in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATE WORK
Related research on program analysis and neural networks recently develops rapidly. Dawn Song [31] firstly realizes the recognition of function boundaries on machine-code level through neural networks. This method is the first to apply artificial intelligence techniques to the field of software vulnerability analysis. EKLAVYA [32] implements the identification of function parameters based on deep learning. NEUZZ [33] uses gradient-guide input generation method to increase the efficiency of fuzzing process based on surrogate neural network. NeuralTaint [35] marks the key segments by gradient-based explainable method of neural network. These works indicate that neural network can learn the relationship between network input and output without any program internal information.
A. DYNAMIC TAINT ANALYSIS
Currently, dynamic taint analysis tools are mainly divided into application-aware analysis tools and system-wide analysis tools. Application-aware taint methods analyze at a high speed, which is often used in vulnerability discovering. TaintScope [34] , Dowser [36] , BORG [37] , VUzzer [38] and Angora [39] applied application-aware pure information flow analysis to improve fuzzing efficiency. System-wide taint analysis tools usually depend on the virtualized platform QEMU [40] , which can effectively analyze the taint spreading process input into the system kernel. This method has higher accuracy, but suffers from lower speed and more complex implementation, thus not widely used. BitBlaze [41] and PANDA [42] are two main system-wide taint analysis tools to deal with explicit information flow.
B. DYNAMIC SYMBOLIC EXECUTION
Similar with taint analysis method, dynamic symbolic execution is mainly divided into application-aware methods and system-wide methods. System-wide symbolic execution tools are hardly used as a result of complicated structure and difficult development. S2E [30] is a system-wide platform for analyzing the properties and behavior of software systems based on QEMU, it uses selective symbolic execution and relaxed execution consistency models to scale to large software.
C. ATTENTION BASED NEURAL NETWORK
Attention mechanism has been widely adopted in neural based NLP networks. Attention mechanism can improve the fitting accuracy of the networks and give an explanation of the relationship between input vector and output vector. Attention layer equipped by the network can calculate the relevance scores of input tokens that denote the importance of component to the output vector. Bahdanau et al. [11] first introduces the attention mechanism into the networks of machine translation. And recently attention mechanism not only applied in NLP translation task. Wang et al. [48] formalized self-attention as a non-local operation to model the spatial-temporal dependencies in video sequences. Zhang et al. [46] applies the self-attention mechanism with GAN [47] to generate images that have fine details. However, no related work is applied in binary software analysis. We expand the usage of attention mechanism in control flow taint analysis.
Dynamic taint analysis and symbolic execution relies on heavy-weight program analysis techniques with nontrivial instrumentation overheads. On the contrary, AttentionMark marks the key segments of user input by attention mechanism without any expensive program analysis techniques. Thus AttentionMark provides a new way to overcome the difficulties in traditional dynamic binary analysis methods.
III. A MOTIVATE EXAMPLE
In order to give a vivid introduction of key segments marking, the weakness of traditional analysis method and the effectiveness of our method, we utilize a brief example to explain.
A. EXAMPLE CODE
Code 1 below is a brief code fragment example. The program gets first three components of program input as x1, x2 and x3. The program will exit if x1 is not 'a', y is a temporary variable and target_function() is executed only when x3 is 'c'. From the code, we can see that the content of x1 and x3 has significant influence on the execution of target_function(). In this paper, for a program input like ''aXc'', we call x1 and x3 as the key segments of ''aXc'' on the execution of target_function().
In order to analyze the relationship between user input and the execution of target_function() in Code 1, both taint analysis and symbolic execution set the flag registers in line12 as Explicit analysis method deals with pure data information flow. Since code in line9 ∼ 13 contains control dependency structure and explicit analysis method occurs under taint problem [1] . The flag registers in line12 contains no taint or symbolic formula after analyzed by explicit analysis method. For traditional symbolic execution tools with SMT/Z3 solver. When the program reaches target_function(), symbolic execution method checks the symbolic memory of flag registers in line12, since temporary variable y is assigned with 'd' which is constant value in line10 and y contains no symbolic variable. That is, symbolic execution method collects nothing due to such control flow dependency structure. Such structure is first introduced in [1] which is a classic control flow dependency structure, that is, traditional symbolic execution tool can not deal with Code 1.
Implicit taint analysis method applies the static analysis method to generate Control Flow Graph(CFG) to add extra taint to the variables belong to the tainted branch [3]- [5] . In this case, line6 and line10 will add extra taint mark, thus the flag registers in line 12 contains taint from x3. Due to the relationship between line5 ∼ 8 and line9 ∼ 11 in CFG, some algorithms may add x2 as the taint source of the flag registers in line12 [2] , [5] , and others may not [3] , [4] . That is, implicit analysis method may occur over taint problem [1] .
From the code, x1 has great influence on the execution of target_function(), because target_function() will not be executed if x1 value is not 'a'. Such scenario often occurs when the program checks whether the header of user input is illegal. However, current implicit and explicit analysis method can not mark x1 as the key segment. The execution of one function may related to several branches through the whole control flow from the entry to the target function. Such feature makes it difficult for traditional dynamic analysis method to mark the key segments correctly and completely. The root cause of such problem is that neither static analysis nor extra propagation rules can not identify the specific behavior of every code fragment belongs to one branch correctly. Especially the code snippets which behaves like exit and goto instructions that can change the control flow. Therefore, under-taint and over-taint often occur in implicit analysis method [6] .
B. SOLUTION
The overall idea of our work is that we map the program input into the execution times of target function with attention based neural network, then extract the attention network to calculate the relevance score of every input component and use statistical analysis method to get the key segments from the program input.
For the Code 1, suppose we get the input ''adc'', target_function() is the target function for analysis. We want to mark the key segments of ''adc'' that can affect the execution of target_function(). We utilize the attention based network to mark the key segments of ''adc''.
First, we construct the data-set. The network input is the program input, the label data is the execution times of target_function(). And the example data-set is shown in Table 1 .
Second we construct a network with attention mechanism in Figure 1 . Each input vector multiply a weight factor then calculate together and get a eigenvector. The eigenvector is then sent to neural network to calculate the execution times of target_function(). The network is a simplified version of a traditional attention based seq2seq back-end network. The input component contributes more to the output when such component's weight vector α is larger.
The weight factors α 1 , α 2 and α 3 are initialized with average value 0.33. And the data-set in Table 1 is sent into the network to train the network. The first and third component of the input change from 'a' and 'c' to other bytes causes the output changes from 1 to 0, and the change of second component of the input has no affect on the output. So after training, the weight factors α 1 , α 2 and α 3 may be α 1 = 0.48, α 2 = 0.04 and α 3 = 0.48 when the fitted network calculates input ''adc''. Since α 1 and α 3 is obvious larger than α 2 , we can mark the first and third component as the key segments of input ''adc''. Neural network directly analyzes the relationship between the execution of program function and program input which means that the network ''simulates'' the process of the execution of program through training. The attention mechanism can show the specific contribution of each input component to the output by numerical value, thus our approach can overcome control flow dependency problem and mark key segments accurately.
The rest of this paper introduces the detail solution of key segment marking method based on neural network with attention mechanism. Figure 2 presents a high level overview of our approach. Given a program input that can trigger the target function, our approach can mark the key segment of such input.
IV. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

A. DATA-SET CONSTRUCTION
Unlike traditional taint analysis, the key segment marking method based on neural network requires training before analyzing. Data-set construction is the first consideration before training neural network. There are three main problems in data-set construction, which are network input/output, data source and network input embedding.
The network input is program input and label is the execution times of target function. In order to collect the enough amount of training data, a mutate algorithm is proposed to generate program inputs. Neural network can only process the fixed length and numerical data. And in this paper, we utilize byte-level one-hot vector to embed the program input.
B. TWO-PARTS ATTENTION-BASED NEURAL NETWORK
Our network is a two-parts network, the front-end network is the attention network based on GRU [49] and the back-end network is the regression network based on CNN [18] .
Although the structure of our network is different from traditional attention-based seq2seq network structure. We give a brief prove the transform equation of our network is basic the same with tradition attention-based network [11] in Section V.
C. TWO-STEP TRAINING METHOD
High fitting accuracy is the main goal of traditional attention based network and the explanation is not important. However, the network we need is the fitted attention network that can calculate the relevance score correctly. The network fitted by common training method may not always provide meaningful explanations [26] . In view of this situation, we propose two-step training method to train our network. Different part of two-parts network is trained with different order and data-set to guarantee the attention network can provide the correct explanation.
D. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS METHOD
Although two-step training method can help one network to calculate the relevance score correctly, the possibility of faulty key segment marking still exists for one single network. We train the networks for multiple rounds and epochs. And improve the key segment marking accuracy by statistical analysis method. Figure 3 shows the overall process of key segment marking. The yellow blocks are the true key segments of the program input, the blue shadow blocks are the rough key segments calculated by attention network and the red shadow blocks are the final key segments analyzed by statistical analysis method.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
We describe the different components of our scheme in detail below. 
Algorithm 2 Mutating Algorithm
WriteToFile(tmp_input) 5: tmp_input ← input 6: randlen ← randint (1, len 
Besides the architecture of neural network, the training dataset also affects the fitting rate greatly. The training data-set includes input data with corresponding label data, which refers to program input and the number of target function execution times. We introduce the approaches for collecting network input data and constructing related label data.
1) DATA-SET GENERATION
Training network requires a huge amount of program inputs. The target test-case to be analyzed is single, so a method that can generate test-cases based on single file is urgent. We leverage a simple mutating algorithm to obtain program inputs, the specific algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
There are three reasons to utilize such algorithm to generate training data. (1) is that fixed length data is good for training the neural networks, and our algorithm will not change the length of program input; (2) is that our back-end network is a CNN based regression network, each CNN layer processes a block-like data and randomly change the block of original data can help CNN network identify the character of target program input; (3) is that the change of input may cause the change of label, which can rich the variety of data-set and improve the fitting accuracy.
Large amount of program inputs are collected by running the Algorithm2 for enough times. As for labels, we record the number of target function execution times through the binary instrumentation tool PinTool [25].
2) DATA-SET FILTERING Many program inputs generated by Algorithm 2 cannot trigger the target function, which are regarded as noise data in this paper. The number of noise data should be selected appropriately since excessive noise data could result in low fitting rate, while insufficient noise data might cause over-fitting. Therefore, the noise data should be added appropriately in the data-set. In this paper, the training data-set is constructed according to a certain proportion of non-noise data and noise data.
3) PROGRAM INPUT EMBEDDING
User input embedding converses the program input into numeral matrix which is acceptable to the neural network. There are two general input embedding methods, real-valued vector embedding and one-hot vector embedding. The real-valued vector embedding maps the program input from the byte set {0x00, 0x01, . . . , 0xFF} N to {R} N , converts a program input into an N × 1 float vector. However, the real-valued element need to multiply by the relevance score calculated by attention network before the regression network, and may turn one element to another, thus causing the fitting error while training. One-hot embedding converts the program input from the integer set {0x00, 0x01, . . . , 0xFF} N to a 256-dimension vector {[1, 0, . . . , 0] T , [0, 1, . . . , 0] T , . . . , [0, 0, . . . , 1] T } N [24] . Although one-hot vector contains high dimension and introduces more parameters for the network, which resulting in time consumption and memory redundancy while training and predicting. Each element of one-hot vector is orthogonal, which means that no side effect when multiplied by relevance score. Thus we choose one-hot vector embedding to model program input.
The output of network is the number of target function execution times y ∈ N, which is a positive integer number or zero. We use real-valued number to model y.
B. ARCHITECTURE OF ATTENTION-BASED TWO-PARTS NEURAL NETWORK
The overall of network structure is shown in Figure 4 . The GRU layer and Dense layer calculate the relationship among every component of one-hot vector input, the softmax layer then generates the relevance score of each component, and origin one-hot vector input multiply the relevance score which is the weighted −program−input. The back-end CNN maps the weighted −program−input into the execution times of target function.
1) ATTENTION-BASED FRONT-END NETWORK
The GRU is a natural generalization of feed forward neural networks to sequences [13] , [14] and known to learn problems with long range temporal dependencies [12] . Given a program input model in one-hot vector (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ) and x i ∈ {0, 1} 256 . Here, we define the GRU unit at each time step t to be a collection of vectors: an update gate z t , a reset gate r t , a candidate set lt and a hidden state h t . And the GRU transition equations are the following Equation (1):
where x t is the t − th component of program input and × denotes element-wise multiplication, [] denotes the cascade of two vectors [15] . Since the value of the gating variables vary for each vector element, the GRU layer can learn to represent information over multiple components scales. The output of GRU can be simplify as Equation (2) h
where f GRU is the simplified GRU transition equation. The output o t can represent the relationship between x t and ( x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t−1 ), and such form is similar to the attention mechanism in [26] . o t can represent the importance of x t in ( x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t−1 ). However, the relevance score of x t should be the importance of x t in ( x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ), and the score of every dimension among all ( x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ) should also have a uniform standard. So we permute the output of GRU and pass it through Dense layer.
Dense layer is also named as fully connected(FC) layer and consists of linear transformation. The permuted output
. . , D 256 ) is then pass to two 256-channel Dense layers, that is Equation (3)
where Relu is an activation function. (m 1t , m 2i , . . . , m N i ) denotes the importance of x t in ( x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ). The permuted output of Dense layer ( m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m 256 ) T is passed to the N-channel softmax layer to get a uniform standard of relevance score.
Softmax is a function that takes as input a vector of N real numbers, and normalizes it into a probability distribution consisting of N probabilities.
The over all transition equation of attention network is in Equation (4). (1) · tanh( o) T + b (1) ), m = Relu(W (2) · M + b (2) ),
The output of attention network is w and 0 < w ij < 1. All dimensions except X t dimension of x t are zero. And the input of back-end network is x w. So (w 1X 1 , w 2X 2 , . . . , w N X N ) can be the relevance score of program input (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N ). And the higher the w t X t is, the more important that X t is in (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N ).
2) REGRESSION-BASED BACK-END NETWORK
Generally, one attention layer is only effective to single output [26] , and classification network is multiple output. Thus we choose regression network as back-end network. There are three network structures to build a regression network, which are feed forward neural network [17] , RNN and CNN . With the expanding scale of software, the size of program input has gradually increased, and the program input of some commercial software has reached megabytes. The parameters to be trained of the forward neural network increase exponentially with the increase of network input, making it unable to deal with long sequence input. And gradient disappear problem often occurs during training the feed forward network. The RNN structure is uncommonly used in regression analysis. Typically RNN suffers long training time and low training efficiency compared with CNN [18] . CNN s have recently enjoyed a great success in classification network [10] and regression network [19] , [20] . And CNN s can also deliver outstanding performance in the availability of large training set and making the training practical with powerful GPU implementations. As a result, we construct a regression network with CNN .
The output of attention network w multiplies the one-hot vector input x and pass it to the CNN based regression network. The output is Equation (5) .
And the transition equation of the whole network is in Equation (6).
Although the structure of our network is different from traditional attention-based network structure. But the total framework of Equation (6) is basic the same with traditional attention-based network [11] .
C. TWO-STEP TRAINING METHOD
All traditional attention-based neural networks train the network as a whole. The attention layer may not always work well in explanation [26] . There are three reasons causing such failure, (1) is that the training data-set is not good enough to distinguish different labels and the attention layer focuses on the wrong part of the input to make prediction. It is extremely difficult to obtain perfect training data-set and such problem always appears when the network is overfitting; (2) is that the attention layer introduces more training parameters for the whole network and it is easy to trigger over-fitting when network has too many parameters. And the value calculated by attention network will be abnormal when over-fitting occurs.(3) the layers behind the attention layer have no prior knowledge while training. And it is likely to turn the attention layer to a common regression layer like others and the regression layer is not explainable.
We propose a two-step training method to train the network and improve the probability of training a ''good'' attention layer. And the overall training method is shown in Figure 5 . The back-end network is trained with averaged one-hot vector inputs in the first step. First step training just train the regression network and no attention layer is involved. Hence less over-fitting occurs. The whole network is trained with the origin one-hot vector inputs in the second step. The change of key segment component will influence the output of fitted back-end greatly and the layers that process key segment component have a larger gradient value than other layers. That is, the attention network can get a clearly direction of where to focus as soon as training starts. Thus the attention network can focus on the important part of the input and improve the explainable ability.
The two-step training method can avoid some ill fittings of attention network, but cannot avoid them all. Over-fitting always occurs due to the random initialization and random gradient descent algorithm. Under these circumstances, the network is trained for several rounds and several epochs every round. We then extract the attention networks, compute the relevance scores of them and send them to statistical analysis algorithm to achieve accurate key segment marking.
D. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
Assuming that the network is trained for R rounds and each time for M epoches. A r m denotes the m−th attention network of the r − th round training. The attention network A r m 's whole network fitting accuracy is α r m . The test sample is X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N ). The output of A r m is W . And the statistical analysis algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
For one round training, some epoches may suffer over-fitting problem that and some may suffer low fitting accuracy problem, it is very difficult to select a proper trained network to calculate the correct relevance score among all epochs. For every input component x i , we multiply the relevance score with fitting accuracy w i × α and add the result of all epoches together(as in line 8). By adding all w together, the w of over-fitting network can be neutralized by other w of well-fitting network. And by multiplying with α, the w of low fitting accuracy network will take less importance among all epoches. So the new relevance score w new can represent the relatively correct relevance score of one round fitted network. Then k rough key segments is selected by sorting w new with descending order.
Algorithm 3 The Statistical Analysis Algorithm
Input: X ← program input
x ← one-hot vector program input A ← attention network α ← fitting accuracy of the whole network W ← the output of attention network w ← relevance score k ← the top k number selected from the target list Output: KeySegment ← the key segment of x 1: keysegment_dict ← dict() 2: for r ∈ R − rounds do 3: score_w ← [] 4 :
for w i ∈ w do 8:
end for 10: end for 11: for indice ∈ topk(k, score_w) do 12: keysegment_dict[indice] + + 13: end for 14: end for 15: for indice ∈ keysegment_dict.keys do 16: if keysegment_dict[indice] > 0.4 × R then 17: KeySegment.append(indice) 18: end if 19 : end for 20: return KeySegment Every round training starts over with random initialization. Some rounds networks may suffer from over-fitting, and the attention layer may be inaccurate. Training loss is another problem that always occurs during network training and some marked key segments are inaccurate. Over-fitting and training loss are usually random, and will not dominant in all networks. In order to avoid the errors caused by such randomness as far as possible, we count the rough key segments in every round(as in line12) and select the segments whose count is larger than threshold as key segments(as in line16 ∼ 17). The threshold we set is a certain proportion of the total round number and the proportion is 0.4 in line16.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We select 4 linux real world programs. The target file formats include jpg, elf, xml and pdf files. Each program is compiled under ubuntu 16.04.11 ×64 system with the default compile option and the gcc version is 5.4.0 build 20160609. For each program we choose one position that the test case would trigger. And we use AttentionMark to mark the key segments for each test case. And we select S2E and NeuralTaint as the comparison tools. The performance of AttentionMark is evaluated on three aspects:(1) the effectiveness of two-step training method; (2) the accuracy of key segments marking performance; (3) time consumption. 
A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
All networks are trained in Ubuntu 16.04 x64 system and trained by keras 2.11.1 with tensorflow 1.11.0 as back-end. The graphics card is GTX 1080Ti, CPU is 5820k @3.4GHz, and the memory is 32G.
We leverage Algorithm 2 to collect program inputs based on the target test case. The label data of target function is recorded by a plugin of Pintool [25] . We executes the target test cases on multiple cores since our CPU contains 12 logic cores, thus save a lot of time in the execution of target test cases.
We regard the program input that result in zero output as noise data. First we filter the data-set to make sure that the numbers of non-noise data with different label contents are as close as possible. Then we mix the non-noise data and noise data in about 3: 1 ratio. After filtering and mixing, 15% of the data-set is selected as verification data and the rest is training data.
The overall network configuration is shown below in Table 2 .
The network training procedure generally follows the common regression network [21] . Namely, the training is carried out by optimizing the mean square error(MSE [9] ) objective using Adam [22] (based on back-propagation [23] ) with momentum. The batch size is set to 128, momentum to 0.8. The learning rate is initially set to 10 −7 . The initialization of the network parameters is Xavier [27] , [28] .
For AttentionMark, we train network for 20 rounds and 10 epochs each round. For every round, we use two-step training method and common training method to train the network. The k in Algorithm 3 is 15% of the length of test case.
For NeuralTaint, we train network for 50 rounds. For S2E, we check the registers of conditional jump related to target function. When registers are not tainted, we analyze the path constrains when target function is triggered and get the key segments. 
B. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
1) PROGRAM 1: JHEAD
Jhead is an image processing software in linux. The target file format is jpg. We choose the function process_DHT as the target function. Such function is used to evaluate the quality of picture. Triggering the function requires a switch − case structure which can cause control flow dependency. The target file must have a file head with FF D8 and the jpg segment head must be FF C4 to trigger the process_DHT function and two bytes behind FF C4 checks weather the length of the segment is illegal.
The test case is shown in Figure 6 . And the indices of key segments are [0, 1, 116, 117, 118, 119, 149, 150, 151, 152] .
The key segments are FF D8(file head), FF C4(key word) and the data length followed them. The target test case can trigger process_DHT two times. The noise data generated by Algorithm 2 is 3300 and non-noise data is 9000.
After training and statistical analysis, the importance score of AttentionMark, AttentionMark without two-step training and NeuralTaint is shown in Figure 7 .
In Figure 7 , AttentionMark and NeuralTaint have higher relevance score on the key segments and AttentionMark with common training method does not have the higher relevance score on the key segments. However, NeuralTaint method focus on several wrong indices due to the several over-fitting rounds training.
Since the flag registers of control branch of process_DHT contains no symbolic memory due to the control flow dependency structure of jump table(switch-case structure). S2E checks the path constrains when triggering the process_DHT , and many other irrelevant indices are marked as key segments. The S2E marks every segment head of png file due to those heads affect the execution of other branches.
The analysis results of jhead program is shown in Table 3 . The accuracy rate is the number of correctly marked indices divides the number of total correct indices. The false positive is the number of wrongly marked indices divides the number of total marked indices.
Form the Table 3 , we can see that AttentionMark can mark the key segments accurately because of two-step training method and statistical analysis algorithm and can deal with the control flow dependency structure like jump table. And NeuralTaint's gradient value becomes abnormal because of several rounds over-fitting training. For the time consumption, neural network based methods cost more time than traditional method because neural network needs training. Since AttentionMark has a more complex structure than NeuralTaint, AttentionMark costs more time than NeuralTaint.
2) PROGRAM 2: READELF Readelf gets information from an elf file. The target file format is elf , an executable file format under linux platform. We choose the function process_section_headers, the number of execution times represents the amount of section heads. The function process_section_headers is executed in a cycle structure, thus the execution times is controlled by the cyclic control variable directly. The target file must have a file head with 7F 45 4C 46, which is a standard elf file head, then the 48th offset of the target file is the cyclic control variable of the function process_section_headers. The test case is shown in Figure 8 . And the indices of key segments are [0, 1, 2, 3, 33, 34, 35, 47, 48, 49] . The key segments are 7F 45 4C 46(file head) and the 48th offset of input is the cyclic control variable of target function. The target test case can trigger process_section_headers six times. The noise data generated by Algorithm 2 is 7260 and non-noise data is 19800.
After training and statistical analysis, the importance score of AttentionMark, AttentionMark without two-step training and NeuralTaint is shown in Figure 9 .
In Figure 9 , AttentionMark and NeuralTaint have higher relevance score on the key segments and AttentionMark with common training method does not have the higher relevance score on all the key segments. However, NeuralTaint method focus on several wrong indices due to the several over-fitting rounds training.
For S2E, we directly checks the cyclic control variable of process_section_headers manually. Because every The analysis results of readelf program is shown in Table 4 . Form the Table 4 , we can see that AttentionMark can mark the key segments accurately because of two-step training method and statistical analysis algorithm and can deal with the cycle structure. NeuralTaint has a very high gradient value at the cyclic control variable and other gradient value becomes inaccurate. For the program like readelf that every byte of the user input is processed by the program, it is quite difficult for traditional analysis tool like S2E to analysis the control information flow if the target's directly branch registers are not tainted. And under taint and over taint problem often arise here even with manually help.
3) PROGRAM 3: MUPDF
Mupdf is a pdf processing software under linux. The target file format is pdf . We choose the target function pdf _load_object. Target function process the obj object of target pdf file. Such function is called by a function pointer, which means the function is dynamically invoked. The execution times of function pdf _load_object depends on the number of object. The legal object structure consists a sequence number, a version number, key word ''obj''(6F 62 6A), content split symbol and space (20) among them. This experiment target is a good case to test weather our method can deal with virtual pointer structure.
The test case is shown in Figure 10 . And the indices of key segments are [9 − 17, 43, 44, After training and statistical analysis, the importance score of AttentionMark, AttentionMark without two-step training and NeuralTaint is shown in Figure 11 .
In Figure 9 , all the methods show six peaks, meaning that the target input should be divided into six parts which is corresponding to the fact. In AttentionMark's relevance score figure, the heights of each peak are nearly the same. AttentionMark with common training method has one extremely high peak. NeuralTaint's relevance score has more ''noise'' than the other two methods, which may affect the accuracy and false positive of the analysis result.
For S2E, the control branch of pdf _load_object contains no symbolic memory due to the virtual pointer. And the process of decoding obj structure is in information flow. Therefore, the path constrains only contains the process of file head checking. However, the execution of pdf _load_object function has nothing to do with file head checking.
The analysis results of mupdf program is shown in Table 5 . Form the Table 5 , we can see that AttentionMark can mark the key segments accurately because of two-step training method and statistical analysis algorithm and can deal with the virtual pointer structure and dynamic invoking. NeuralTaint still has more ''noise'' in its relevance score than AttentionMark which leads to inaccuracy. S2E cannot analysis the control flow dependency structure contains dynamic invoking and virtual pointer. 
4) PROGRAM 4: XMLWF
Xmlwf is a xml processing software under linux. The target file format is xml. We choose the target function docontent. Target function process the content tag head object of target xml file. Such function is called under a switch-case structure and such structure is under a branch like the example code in Section II. The legal content tag head is consisted of < .. > \n structure.
The test case is shown in Figure 12 . And the indices of key segments are [0- 9, 12, 19, 42, 43, 81, 82, 89, 99, 100, 104, 153, 154, 161, 183, 184, 224, 230, 231, 235, 241, 242, 243, 253, 254] . And target test case can trigger doconten eight times. The noise data generated by Algorithm 2 is 8580 and non-noise data is 23400. After training and statistical analysis, the importance score of AttentionMark, AttentionMark without two-step training and NeuralTaint is shown in Figure 13 .
In Figure 13 , all the methods show six peaks, meaning that the target input should be divided into six parts which is corresponding to the fact. In AttentionMark's relevance score figure, the heights of each peak are nearly the same. AttentionMark with common training method has one extremely high peak. NeuralTaint's relevance score has more ''noise'' than the other two methods, which may affect the accuracy and false positive of the analysis result.
For S2E, the control branch of doconten contains no symbolic memory due to switch case and other control flow dependency structure. xmlwf processes the target file as a parser, which means that every byte in the user input is processed by the control branch of xmlwf . The path constrains in the doconten branch thus contains every component of target input. The analysis result of xmlwf program is shown in Table 6 .
Form the Table 6 , we can see that AttentionMark has a higher accuracy rate and lower false positive rate than common training method and NeuralTaint. However, the analysis accuracy is not as high as other software. The reason is that xmlwf 's parser would stop parsing if current byte is not visible character. And the Algorithm 2 generates lot of test cases that contain invisible character, which reduces the fitting accuracy of the neural networks.
We then replace [0,0xFF] byte with the visible character in Algorithm 2, and run the AttentionMark and NeuralTaint. The relevance score with visible character is shown in Figure 14 . And the analysis result of xmlwf program with visible character is shown in Table 7 .
From Table 14 , all three neural network methods show an improvement in analysis accuracy rate and false positive rate. AttentionMark can mark the key segments accurately because of two-step training method and statistical analysis algorithm and can deal with common control flow dependency structure. Traditional dynamic analysis tool S2E suffers over taint problem while analyzing common control flow dependency structure code.
Experiments on four general software show that attention mechanism based method shows a higher analysis rate and lower false positive rate than gradient based method and traditional dynamic analysis method. And two-step training method is more efficient than common training method. However, there are still inaccuracies and false positives in AttentionMark, especially some input contents need to be limited. Training method and statistical analysis algorithm still need to improve in future work. In general, attention mechanism shows great potential in key segments marking.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present AttentionMark, a key segment marking tool based on attention mechanism and deep learning. We propose a two-parts network with attention mechanism to analyze the key segments of target program function execution and prove that the attention part of our network can work like traditional attention network both in theory and experiments. Further, we address the reasons for the inaccuracy of traditional attention network and propose the two-step training method to train our two-parts network. Experiment results show that two-step training method has higher analysis accuracy rate and lower false positive rate than common training method and gradient-based NeuralTaint. By comparing with traditional dynamic analysis tools, AttentionMark can correctly analyze control flow dependency structure like switch-case(jump table), cycle variable control and virtual pointer. His main research interests include information security, software vulnerabilities, and electromagnetic countermeasure. VOLUME 7, 2019 
